**Course venue**

Centre d’Enseignement et de Recherche Chirurgical (CERC)
Faculté de médecine secteur NORD
51 Bd Pierre Dramard, 13344 Marseille
Tel.: +33(0)4 91 69 87 68

**Accommodation recommendation**

Please note that ERS does not organise accommodation for participants, and we therefore kindly ask to make your own booking. ERS would like to suggest the following hotels:

**Novotel Suites Marseille** - 33 Boulevard de Dunkerque - 13002 Marseille
Tel.: +33(0) 4 91 01 56 50
Email: h6189@accor.com

**Hôtel ibis Marseille Centre Euromed** - 25 Boulevard De Dunkerque, Rue des Docks, 13002 Marseille
Tel.: +33 4 91 99 25 20
Email: H6190@accor.com

**Hôtel Mercure Marseille centre Vieux port** – 1 Rue neuve Saint martin
Tel.: +33(0)4 96 17 22 19
Email: H1148@accor.com

The ERS is not responsible for the availability of these hotels.

For more information on how to reach these hotels from the station and airport, kindly visit the official RTM (Régie des Transports Métropolitains) website where you can plan your route.
Travel details to CERC

Please meet directly at the Course Venue.

By Car: from highway A7 (Autoroute du soleil), take exit 32 Septèmes-les-Vallons and keep right. At the first roundabout, take the first exit to Boulevard Pierre Dramard and continue for a few metres. The Faculté de Médecine will be on your right hand side.

By Bus: The bus n° 97 will take you from your hotel (stops shown below) to the venue in 20-30 minutes. Take this bus in direction Hôpital Nord and alight at the Faculté de Médecine.

- Novotel Suites Marseille
- Hôtel ibis Marseille Centre Euromed
- Hôtel Mercure Marseille centre Vieux

Please use the following map to park or reach the CERC

Contact

Contact If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact the Education Team at: education@ersnet.org.